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STRAIN EVALUATION IN FATIGUE ANALYSIS.
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Thermoplastic analysis and more precisely fatigue

analysis of nuclear components working at lilgh temperature

is usually very difficult and very expensive. Simplified

methods have been proposed and are generally used to perform

analysis of these structures.

These simplified methods require elastic analysis

of the component. For a fatigue analysis it is necessary to

obtain a very precise value of the strains so the elastic

strains must be corrected In order to take plasticity Into

account. This later appears in two different ways t

- Won linearity of material which Induces strain

amplifixation when working in the plastic field especially

near by geometric discontinuities. That can be taken

Into account with a coefficient Ke.

- Trinxlallty and lsovoluralc character of strains

In the plastic field. That also Induces strain amplification

with regard to elastic computation. It is proposed in this

work to Introduce a coefficient Kv to estimate this strain

amp), if 1cation.

Several elastic and plastic calculations on typical

geometries, have been done In order to test the Importance

of these parameters and to set up methods for evaluating

the coefficients Ke and Kv.

methods of Code cane 1592

EVALUATION of Ke.

For evaluation of Ke, three methods are tested :

- Neuber method

- Modified Neuber method i

- equation 7

These three methods give the following predictions of

strain (see fig.1).

el i Modified Neuber method

S KT en = O| E,

i c* K 2

KC =- K K._ = £i- = — r
 RTe T en ol

r2 i Equation 7 of Code case 1592

S* 2
f.2 = KE en =-=- K en

V 2
*E " Ke KT " 4- V

sc3 i Neuber method

K on

Ke -

t3

on „ 2
o3 KT

KT is the elastic stress (and strain) concentration coefficient

at geometric discontinuity.

It can be noticed that i

If K_ • I (l.e no geometric discontinuity)

Neuber method predicts strain ampll'tcatlon while the other two

methods don't predict one. (nee fig. 2).
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CALCULATIONS and RESULTS.

o

ISOVOLUMIC CHARACTER of PLASTIC STRAINS.

Doing elastic computations Polsson's ratio v Is

generally fixed to a value O.3. But, when the structure

works In the plastic field, strains are leovoluraic that Is

to say v = O.5.

Considering that the total effective strain can be

subdivided Into elastic and plastic components the effective

Polsson's ratio Is a variable depending on the extent of

elastic strain In the total strain. So the resultant value

of v would have to vary between O.3 and O.5.

Using v - O.3 In elastic calculations to estimate

the strain range Ac,- for a fatigue analysis leads to an

uiulerpredlction of this equivalent strain range.

This underpredlctlon can be very Important i It can reach

a factor 1.62.

To avoid this disadvantage It seems Interesting to

introduce a coefficient Kv which will take Into account

this isovoluuilc character of strain In the plastic field.

Two different typical geometries have been studied to

show the effects of plasticity.

- notched bar with the assumption of plane strain

1 11f\\ T ^ e l°adin9 consists of fixed

axial displacements Al.

- plate-shell junctions with various loadings (imposed

displacements, thermal loadings).

The two kinds of structure A and

B have been studied because the

state of strain Is not the same

In the two structures when they

are so loaded.

sue.

I At

\ *«»

In the structure A there is axial

tension and circumferencial compres-

sion while In structure D there Is

axial and circumferencial tension.
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Three different loadings have been studied on these

two structures.

The plastic results of Ac for one cycle of loading

are compared With the different elastic estimations of

•
Results are given In terms of safety margins of

elastic methods versus plastic analysis I.e.

Ae_ obtained with one of the elastic method 1 ,
T • I for a

Ac-, obtained in the plastic calculation )

given stress - strain curve.

For each kind of structures two different levels of loading

are given

Notched bar - Safety margins

For each case of geometry and of loading the following

calculations have been made «

- elastic computation (with Polsson's ratio v = O.3)

elastic results are used to estimate the strain range A E T

with the three methods mentlonned before. These estimations

are made using either the roonotonic stress-strain curve or

the cyclic one.

- plastic computation using a monotonlc stress-strain

ctirve.

- plastic computation using a cyclic ntress-straln

curve.

Method of analysis

Elastic strain K T en

Monotonic curve

equation 7

modified Neuber rule

Neuber rule

Cyclic curve

equation 7

modified Neuber rule

Neuber rule

loading 1

O.Blt

1.21

1.15

1.15

1.34

1.22

1.22

loading 2

O.62%

O.71

O.67

1.O2

1 .OO

O.9O

1 .09
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It can be noticed that Neuber method Is always

conservative whatever the stress-strain curve used may be

and whatever the loading level may be.

On the contrary the two methods of the Code Case

underestimate the strain when this later becomes Important,

especially when using the monotonlc stress-strain curve.

Dut this geometry Is special because It Is a typical

case of elastic -follow up. When the loading Is Increased the

strain accumulation becomes more and more Important.

Plate - Shell junction - Safety margins

Ula&tic Strain K en

Monotonlc curve

equation 7

Modified Neuber rule

Ncuber rule

Cyclic curve

equation 7

Modified Neuber rule

Neuber rule

I^oadlng 1

O.3O»

Structure A

1.24

1.18

1.47

1.25

1.18

1.29

Structure B

O.93

O.B9

1.11

1.19

1.12

1.22

Loading 2

O.45I

Structure A

l.OS

1.O2

1.6S

1.17

1.11

1.34

Structure B

O.76

O.73

1.19

O.98

O.92

1.12

Conclusions are the same than In the former case, but

It can be seen that strain range Is underestimated only in

structure B which Is the structure with higher hydrostatic

component. So It appears that there Is Influence of the

strain state.

In order to evaluate the Influence of trlaxlallty and

of lsovolumic character of plastic strains a second elastic

calculation Is made with a Polsson's ratio v greater than

O.3.

To estimate v the ASMB Code formula is used

v - O.5 - <O.5 - ve) Sjt

Q&\.

but Sa Is replaced by — j — (a el is the elastic stress

obtained In the first computation with v = O.3)

This new elastic calculation gives an Increase of

strain for the notched bar for the two cases of loading.

For the plate shell junction elastic strain Increases

only In structure B. It does not vary in structure A. That

Indicates that strain state Is Influent.

New estimations of Ac can be done after this

second elastic computation with v.

The new safety margins obtained (for the sanio cases

of loading than before) are the following ones >



No tched bar - Bias tic computation with v. Safety margins.
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Method of Analysis

Elastic strain KTtn

Monotonlc curve

equation 7

Modified Neuber rule

Neither rule

Cyclic curve

equation 7

Modified Neuber rule

Neubor rule

Loading 1

O.331

1.36

1.27

1.27

1.45

1.31

1.31

Loading 2

O.691

o.ei
O.75

1.23

1.14

1.O2

1.26

Plate - Shell junction - Elastic computation with v - Safety margins

Method of Analysis

Elastic strain K en

Monotonlc curve

equation 7

Modified Neuber
rule

Neuber rule

Cyc_l_ic curve

equation 7

Modified Nenber
rule

Neuber rule

Load 1 ng
Structure A ,

O.3O»

1.24

1.18

1.47

1.25

1.18

1.29

1
Structure B

O.341

1 .09

1.O4

1 .36

1.22

1 .15

1.26

Loading
tructure A•

O.44«

1.O5

1.O2

1 .65

1.17

1.11

1.34

2
Structure 1

O.5I1

O.86

O.84

1.44

1.12

1 .03

1.3O

For the notched bar It can be seen that the predictions

of Ae T are improved but they are still underestimated for the

loading level 2 when using a monotonlc stress strain curve.

The estimations obtained with the cyclic curve are

good In the two cases of loading.

For the plate-Shell junction vajuee of Ac obtained

with the monotonlc curve are underestimated for the structure

B for the loading level 2.

Using v with the cyclic curve allows having the same

safety margins for the two structures. That seems to be an

advantage of this later method.

STRAIN CONCENTRATION OH STRUCTURES WITHOUT GEOMETnjC_UISCONTlMIJITlES.

Neuber method gives plastic strain amplification on

structures without geometric discontinuities (K = 1) while

the other tvo methods don't give one.

To resolve this problem, a smooth cylinder with thermal

loading (axial temperature, gradient) is studied (sec fig. 3).

The results show a plastic strain amplification (K ~ 1 ) .

The Influence of trlaxlallty is determined by using

a modified Polsson's ratio v . That enables to separate Ke

and Kv.

For a value Tmax = 34O° C the following results are

obtained t

Kc

Kv

Ke

Point

1

1

1

.29

16

12

1 Point 2

1

1

1

21

O6

15
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The state of strain Is different. In the two paints

1 and 2. Hydrostatic component Is higher In point 1

(£j and eOin tension) than In point 2 (cz Is compresslve and

t8 Is tensile). That Is taken Into account by the mean of

the coefficient Kv which Is different In the two points.

Superposing a radial thermal gradient to the axial one, the

results are increased i

•» radial thermal •• idlent

Kc

Kv

Ke

Point 1

1.55

1.18

1.31

Point 2

1.43

1.1O

1.3O

It can be noticed that Ke is the same In the two points,

but Kv Is higher in the point 1 than in the point 2.

After these different studies it can be recommended to

use Neuber method on cyclic curve In conjunction with a modified

Polsson'ratlo v to estimate the strain range Ae for a fatigue

analysis when using results of elastic computations.

But this method Is laborious because It requires at last

two different elastic calculations, the first one with

vfi = O.3 and the second one with v. In fact It would be an

Iterative method.

So, it appears easier to Introduce a coefficient K

which would have the same effect as v .

The K value is a function of the state of strains and

of the stress in the interesting point. So, It can be proposed

to draw diagrams of Ky In terms of strain tensor and of stress

for a given stress-strain curve.

D le»-c'l
The parameter ——— = is Introduced. ei<ind e 2are

*• I c I + E a |
the principal strains in the tangential plane at the surface.

The diagrams have form shown on figure 4 for a given

Btreas-straln curve.

DFor

For

- o i.e. £,» C J K
W value la maximum

g— - ~ I.e. e,» - e» K value is always 1

PROCEDURE to EVALUATE the STRAIN RANGE A e .f for a FATIGUE

ANALYSIS after ELASTIC COMPUTATIONS.

At the end of this study the following procedure can

be proposed t

- realize an elastic calculation with a mesh fine

enough to have elastic stress concentrations due to geometric

dlscontlnui ties.

At the studied point the elastic Von mises stress is oe

and the elastic equivalent strain is ee.

- evaluate tike plastic strain amplification coefficient

Ke with the Neuber method using the cyclic stress-strain curves.

- evaluate the coefficient Kv in terms of the stress

Ke oe and of the principal strains in the tangential plane at

the surface.

- calculate t

with

Ac™ -

ee =

1 T
Ke
2(1

Ke
1.1

Kv
+
3

Kv
54

ee
a

oe
E

e
E
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